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It is with pleasure that I take this opportunity to discuss with
you some of the aspects of utility regulation under present conditions
of industrial mobilization. The Jurisdiction of the Securities and
Exchange Commission is not that of an emergency agency established to
meet a specific and limited task in the defense organization. Rather it
has been the responsibility for restoring to America the financial in-
tegrity and stability of its utility indUStry, a vital element in the
overall pattern of industrial mobilization. In order to give some
necessary background for our topic today, as approached from the S.E.C
point of view, I want to briefly discuss how this objective ,of financial
integrity and stability has been achieved and how our present super-
vision of financing activity is related to the growth problems of both
electric and gas utility systems.

The S.E.C. was created by the Congress in 1934. It is an indepen-
dent regulatory body of five members appointed by the President with the
advice and consent of the Senate. Not more than three of its members L1ay

be of the same political party. The Commissioners hold staggered terms
or five years.

At present, six statutes are administered by the Commission relating
11principally to the field of securities and finance. It also serves

as advisor to the Federal courts in corporate reorganization proceedings
under Chapter X of the National Bankruptcy Act. In general, it has been
our task under the securities laws to provide a measure of protection for
investors and the general public in their security transactions. We have

11 Securities Act of 1933, Securities Exchange Act of 1934, Public
Utility Holding Company Act of 1935, Trust Indenture Act of 1939,
Investment Company Aot of 1940 and Investment Advisers Act of 1940.
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had the Job or reestablishing public confidence in the nation's free
security markets, which had been so bitterly shaken in the late '20s.
The results of this work have been evidenced in recent years in a consis-
tent broadening of stockholders' interest in the equity securities of
many progressive .American corporations.

In the field of public utility regulation, however, the Commission
has been given more extensive powers and responsibilities which go well
beyond the principles of adequate disclosure and prevention of fraud. A
brief review of' the development of the utility industry will serve to
explain how the Commission has come to occupy its present regulatory
position in this area.

DEVELOOONT OF THE UTILITY INDUSTRY

It is only within the past 40 years that the utility industry has
developed from a group of small isolated gas and electric enterprises
into a vast network of power and fuel supply fac ilities. Wi thin that
time, it has become a fundamental element in the pattern of American
economic, community and home life.

In its earliest stages, utili~y operation was limited to a few city
areas which afforded to the pioneer companies a concentrated consumer
market for their untried product. As subsequent demand increased, several
thousand small enterprises undertook to provide local consumers with the
benefits of electri-c lighting and the convenience of gas fuel. However,
with the invention of improved generating facilities, transformers and
long distance transmission lines, the economy of large-scale operation
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soon became evident and the industry entered upon a period of large-scale
combination and consolidation. For example, during the period from 1922
to 19:32 when electric sales were increasing rapidly~ the number of elec-
tric operating companies actually declined by more than 55 percent. V In
the gas industry the development of natural gas facilities resulted in
the linking of many distribution companies with long distance pipe line
systems.

The movement toward consolidation and combination of properties also
had another result. Many independent companies Vlere brought under common
control by use of the holding company device, which developed in several
ways. The earliest holding companies, Elec.tric Bond and Share Company
and The United Gas Improvement Company, came into being through the
efforts of manufacturers of electric and gas equipment to find a market
for their products. The utility industry found it difficult in those
days to obtain investment capital and equipment manufacturers often could
sell their products only by accepting payment in the form of securities.
These securities were converted into cash by organizing holding companies
to hold them and selling holding company securi ties to the public.

These early operations were very profitable and attracted a number
of promoter and speculator groups who set up holding companies and sought
to out-bid each other in the race to acquire operating properties. The
development was also encouraged by investment bankers who derived a sub-
stantial-and often excessive-compensation from the marketing of holding
company securities.

Y From int'ormati'on in R~port or FTC to Senate of the U. S. Utility
Corporations, Part 72-A, -p. 24.
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These holding company systems grew very fast. The Associated Gas
and Electric system grew from approximately $/t million of assets in 1922
to $8.35 million in 1930. Middle West Utilities Company, a major part of
the lnsull empire, had a similar expansion. By 1929, 80 percent of the
electric energy generated by private companies was controlled by 15 hold-
ing company systems. In 1932, 11 holding company systems controlled 80
percent of the total mileage of natural gas pipe lines.

Wi th this tremendous concentration of power oame a flood of abuses.
The interstate character of the holding company systems and the compli-
cated corporate structures which had been devised proved to be powerful
obstacles to the state regUlatory agencies which were, in most instances,
unable to deal effectively with the problem. Investigations by the
Federal Trade Commission and the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce revealed that many of the systems were financially weakened by
top-heavy pyramided capital structures, sometimes with four or five
holding company tiers superimposed upon the operating properties. They
found much evidence of absentee management, excessive property write-ups,
huge diVidend arrearages and a general loss of pUblic confidence in
utility securities and utility management.

Against this background the Congress determined that corrective
action was required, and passed the Public Utility Holding Company Act in
August 1935 and delegated to the S.E.C. the responsibility of its adminis-
tration. The statute is in part a specialized anti-trust law, aiming in
section 11 at the complete decentralization and reorganization of maJor
segments of the power indus$rYi and in part, it is a regulatory statute
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covering the financial and corporate practices of companies subject to
its provisions. Upon its passage most of the electric and gas utilities
came under Commission Jurisdiction and our agency was faced with the task
of virtually reconstituting the structure of the industry.

The story of the years of enforcement since 1935 can not be retold
in this brief report. We are still engaged in carrying forward the
latter steps of integration and simplification in a number of systems.
But the huge sprawling holding company aggregations which came under Com-
mission jurisidiction in 193~ have disappeared from the national scene.
The spectre of top-heavy capital structures, defaulted debt securities
and large preferred stock arrearages exists no longer. More than 60
percent of electric ancl gas industry is free from all holding company con-
trol, and those companies that contdnue as a part of larger systems remain
subject to the jurisdiction of the Commission. The independent operating
electric and gas utilities and the simplified holding company systems
reflect improved capital structures, increased operating efficiency,
lower capital cost and a proven ability to serve the nation with the in-
creasing amounts of power and fuel which it so urgently requires.

ROLE OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION

In the past years of the Commission's administration of the Holding
Company Act, the greatest portion of its effort has been devoted to
the problems of enforcing section 11. As I mentioned earlier, this is
the section which has resulted in a complete overhauling of the holding

company systems.
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Let us narrow the scope somewhatto see howthis has occurred and

what have 'been the'results. To summarizebriefly, section 11 provides

both tn'tegration and simplification requirements. It requires that hold-

ing cqmpan1esbe limited to one (or in certain situations, two) integrated

6,1steman4 Qn1y such other businesses as are directly and closely related

thereto. By definitionj' q integrated system is one which is capable ot

economic operation as a single coordinated system, confined to one sing],.e

area and not so lsrge as to impair the advantages of localized manegement,

etficient operation and effectiveness of regulation. It also requires

action to insure that the corporate st;ructure or the continued existence

of &n1' company in the system does not unduly or unnecessarily complicate

the structure or unfairly or inequitably distribu.te voting power 8JIIOni

securl ty holders ot the system.

Primarily as a :result of action taken to enforce these provisions,

holding companies in the period since 1940 have been either drastically
l/

scaled downin size or completely liquidated. Of a total of 217' com-

panies which.have at one time been sUbJect'to CommissionJurisdiction

under the Holding Company Act onlY 444 remained in this status at June

30, 1951. Ot the balance, many have been eliminated through merger, con-

solidation or dissolution. A total ot 7'3 companies with assets of over

810 billion dollars have been d1vested by holding companysystems end

are no longer subject to CommissionJurisdiction, since they 81'e !lOW

l/ Bee.~e ot delaY in. registratiOn by;aiany ~ystems pending a decision
on the' constitutionaU ty of the registration provisions or tl1e
statute, little. enforcement action occurred p:r!or to 1940.
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operating as independent or exempt companies, freed from holding company

control and restored to. local ownership and effective state regulation.

Before many9£ the utility companies could be freed from holding

companycontrol,. however, they had to be thcroughly reorganized. The

Commissionalso had to'bring about a more equitable distribution of vot-

ing POWeramongsecuriw holders, and an eliJJ.lination of inflationary

items from property accounts. Often, proper ratios of debt to equity

were ac:pieved only by obtaining a substantial contribution of capital by

the parent holding company. In addi.tion, charter provisions were

s~rengthened, bond ~ndentures were revised to include newprotective pro-

visions for the securi ty holders. Finally, the commonequity of the

operatlng utilities took on an attractiveness which stimulated increasing

market interest as each newdivestment was madeby the holding company

systems.

Contrasted with the very limited numberof utility commonstocks

available .to the ,investor prior to 1945, there are nowwell over 150 gas

and electric operating companycommonswhich are actively traded on the

securi ty markets ot the nation. The companieswhich these stocks repre-

sent are for the most part no longer connected withholding company ,

systems and are not SUbject to the provisions of the Holding CompanyAct.

There remain under CommissionJurisdiction, however, some40 utility

holding companysysteJIlSwith assets (after deduction of valuation

~eserves} of about $10 billion dollars. Abouthalf of the group are

still faced with proQlem~of compliance with section 11. Somewill

eventually liquidate; others, by divesting themselves of remaining \Jtili~

properties, mayqualifY fq.r exemption from provisions of the statute.
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'1b.eother group of some 20 holding companies will probably continue

as registered systems and are expected to meet the standards of section

11 as geographically integrated aystems within limited areas, possessing

sound and simplified financial structures. The operation or these con-

tinuing systems is in a sense a test or the integration principle of the

statute and a test of the appropriateness of the bolding companydevioe

under regulatory control or the S.E.C.

Amongthe 20...OOdcontinuing systems there are three general types.

The first is the electric holding companysystem which usually consists

ot one holding companyabove a number ot interconnected electric operating

companies. In this category are such systems as American Gas & Electric

Companywhich operates in an area extending northwest from Tennessee to

Michigan; Central & South West Corporation serving portions or Texas,

Oklahoma, Louisiana and Arkansas; and The Southern Companyserving most

of Alabama and Georgia and portions ot Florida and Mississippi. The

second type is the natural gas holding companysystem which frequently

controls natural gas transmission as well as distribution properties.

Systems ot this type include Columbia Gas System, Inc. serving portions

ot a seven-state area from Kentucky to NewYork; American Natural Gas Co.

which transmits gas £rom the Texas area and distributes in the Michigan-

Wisconsin area; and Consolidated Natural Gas Companyserving sections in

West Virginia, Ohio and Pennsylvania. The third type is the operating -

holding company. In these instances the holding companyderives a substan-

tial proportion or its income from its ownutility operations but also

retains one o~ more subsidiary operating companies. Delaware Power&
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Light Company, Ohio Edison Company and Union Electric Company or Missouri
are examples or this type.

Thus, in spite of the contrac tion of holding company systems and the
divestment of many operating properties the Commission continues to be
faced with the responsibilities and regulatory problems of a large segment
of the industry. This regulatory jurisdiction embraces the issue and
sale of securities by holding companies and their sUbsidiaries, also ac-
quisitions of securities or utility assets by holding companies, dividend
payments, inter-company loans and the solicitation of proxies. System
servicing and accounting procedures are also subject to Commission super-
vision. But the influence of the Commission extends beyond the companies
remaining under its jurisdiction, for our requirements tend to set the
standard for the industry as a whole.

COORD-INATE. REGULATORY. JURISDICTION

In the regulation of the private utility industry the Securities and

Exchange Commission shares responsibility with more than 40 state commis-
sions, the Federal Power Commission, and, with the development of our
intensive defense program, with a new group of emergency control
authorities.

We, at the Commission, have alWays recognized that responsibility
for the regulation of the day-to-day operations of the local operating
utilities must remain the job of the state commissions. The primary
objective of utility regulation is to assure adequate service at lowest
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reasonable cost to the consumer. Under the monopolyconditions in which

utilities operate the state agencies provide necessary protection and an

assurance that operating standards will be maintained. Add!tionally, JJI8nY

state commissions exercise Jurisdiction of security issuance, accounting

procedures and other phases of utili ty operations.

The purpose of the »olding CompanyAct was, in large measure, to

t1'ee operating companies trom absentee control and thus permit more

eff'ective regulation by the states. The protection of state regulation

is specifically proVided for in several sections ot the Holding Company

Act, and certain security issues and security and asset acquisitions are

exempted trom areas ot CommissionJurisdiction whenthey have been

approved by a state commission. The Holding CompanyAct was never intended

to supeJ,Osedestate regulation, but rather to supplement and reinforce it.

The federal PowerCommissionhas many duties under federal statutes.

It handles the licensing ot hydro--electric projects on lands or streams

subject to congressionf4 Jurisdiction, grants certificates of public con-

venience and necessity for construction, acquisition and operation of

natural gas facilities, regUlates electric and gas rates in matters

involving interstate operations and makes original cost studies. It

h~les certain applications to issue securities or to dispose of or

merge operating facilities. It also conducts studies on power resources

and requirements of the country and on river basin an4 water power

develOPJD'nt.
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In utters where Jurisdiction mq converge, there are t'requent and

helpful exchanges of information between the two Federal agencies. In

many ways the work is complementary, as it is between this Commissionand

the state agencies. Both the F.P.C. and the local commissions, however,

have a more direct interest in the character of utility service and ut1li~

r$tes. The S.E.C. Is primarily concerned with the maintenance of finan-

cial stability and integrity, and in that fle:J,.dour Jurisdiction is

paramount.

Within the past two Years, however, the deteriorating international

situation has brought new factors into the regulatory pattern. It has

becomenecessary to establish new Federal controls to aid in achieving an

effective mobilization of national resources.

The Defense Electric Power Administration which represents the elec-

tric power industry in the mobilization prog!'61Ilhas the responsibility for

determining the adequacy of electrical facilities to meet power require-

ments of the direct military, defense industry and the civilian economy.

It is the claimant agency for necessary materials to supplement the pro-

gram. The Petroleum Administrat10n for Defense does a somewhatsimilar

job for the oil and natural gas industries. The final allocation of criti-

cal materials amongthe various industries is the task of the Defense Pro-

duction Administration.

DEPAand pADdo more than just act as claimant agencies, however.

They also have the power to curtail certain types of electric or gas ser-

vice where shortages make this step necessary. They clearly cut across

areas of jurisdiction J1Q~ly controlled by other qencies. They can

cl1scriminate to meet eme~gencyrequ.~rements where other author! ties might
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be prevented by statute from doing so. However, the recent Bowamendment

to the Defense Production Act provides that no ruling, regulation or order

under that act restricting the use of natural gas shall apply to any state

in which a public regulatory agency has authority to restrict the use of

natural gas and certities to the President that it is exeroising that

authority "to the extent necessary to acc<Dplish the objectives of this

act. "

Regulatory agencies are also concerned with the effect of a provision

of the Internal RevenueCodewhich permits the grant, under certain con-

ditions, of certificates of necessity for certain construction approved

by the certifying authority. This authority is held by the Defense Pro-

duction Administration. These certificates permit an accelerated amortiza-

tion of plant facilities built to meet defense needs, for purposes of com-

puting taxable corporate income. This has the effect of reducing the com-

P&.n¥'sinitial income tax liability and increasing profits during an

initial five year period. It raises someknotty problems, however, from

the regulator's viewpoint since this adjustment of net incomecan have an

important effect upon ratee, earnings coverage for the equity security

holders and future financing programs.

Of most direct concern to this Commission,however, is the financial

impact of this tremendous expansion program for defense in both the elec-

trio and gas ind\lStry comingas it does upon the heels of a five year

period of rapid post-war growth which of itself was unsurpassed in the his-

t?1'Y of utility development. I have madeconsiderable point of the Com-

mission's efforts to restore ~ financial heal ttl of the industry. '!he

Job now is to pr~serve these gains.
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Utility companies and utility sys"temshave a very compelling

obligation to provide service adequately and promptly where it is needed.

Whenthe ewitch is flicked, the power must be there to illuminate the bulb;

when :the handle is turned, the gas sto~ is expected to ignfte. Electricity

and gas' have becomemore and more an integral necessity of our daily livirJg,

and as' oue civilian use has groym, so has our dependency. I personally do

not believe there is as mucha cushion of fat in civilian consumptionof

power as there wasJ say, ten years ago, when substantial amountsof power

could be pared from civilian use through brown-outs. I have the feeling

that a bigg~r percentage of our enlarged capacity is fixed and essential,

either to industry or to the civilian population. let me give you an

example !:romcloee to home. Wehardly associate electricity with house

heating in this part of the country - gas and oil are muchmore economical.

Yet, last year when an explosion put the electric substation in my
~eigpborhood out of order-, just about everyone had to go without heat

until the station went back on the line - for while the furnace mayburn

fuel; the blower system and the thermostat require electricity. They dontot

require very much, it is true, but they cannot do without the t bit.

So, I feel whenwe plan for the nation's growth, and particularly

as we plan for our defense needs, we must plan enough; and we cannot

afford to depend on taking away from existing consumerswithout a serious

d~slocation of the civilian economy.

As the utili ties grow to meet the nation's demandfor power and ruel,

there is a constant need for large quanti ties of newcapital investment

whiChmust be added in proper proportions of debt and equity.

•
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CONSTRUCTION AND FINANCING
It is sometimes difficult to put into words the full concept of

growth as it has occurred in the uti li ty industry in the last £ive or six

years. Electric utilities nowserve more than 46 million customers in

the United States, a 29 percent increase over 1946. Energy sales have

jumped from 191 billion kilowatt hours to 317billion, up 66 per cent, and
. . . AIgeneratlDg capaclty has lncreased about 50 percent during the sameperiod.

At the same time the margin of reserve capacity to peak load requirements

remains so low as to be a cause for concern, particularly in certain

cri tical areas.

A survey recently completed by the publication "Electrical World"

indicates that almost 29 million kilowatts of generating capac!ty are

expected to be added in the period 1952 to 1954,about 70 percent _to

be built by private utility companies. In terms of dollars of construc-

tion expenditures the outlay of the private and certain public systems,

past and projected, is as follCWIs:

Annual Capital Expenditures for NewConstruction, Private, Municipal,
State and PowerDistrict Systems*

1946 $ 718,169,000
1947 1,372,145,000
1948 2,078,088,000
1949 2,517,614,000
1950 2,347,171,000
1951 2,443,324,000
1952 3,001,803,000(planned)

* Source: Electrical World Surveys

Of the total construction expenditures reported above, about 88

percent of the 1951 and 1952 totals represent priv.ate utility outlays.

AI Data from Electrical World Statistical issue, Jan. 28, 1952.
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The effect of defense power requirements has been to comp~ees

construction programs in the critical areas into shorter periods of time.

In other areas where such needs can be met with present capacity or with

limited additions, some individual companyprograms m~ be partially

deferred. The S\DD total, however, is an accelerated pace graphically

illustrated by the more than t~3billion of expenditures planned for thlLs

year. Up until Korea, the industry expected to have completed its post-

war expansion program during 1950-1951. Nowit finds it must equal or

exceed in 1951-1953the growth of the first five post-war years. t

The same step-up in construction is reflected in the natural gas

industry. In a recent issue of the pUblication "Scientific American",

Prof. Parsons of the University of California, pointed out that in terms

of energy units the 6 trillion cubic feet of natural gas used in this

country in 1950was equivalent to four times the amountof hydro-electric

power generated. Natural gas accounted for nearly one-fifth of the

nation's total energy consumption from all commercialsources. Wenowhave

more than 315,000 miles of natural gas pipelines in the country or more

than the total mileage ot all railroad lines. Whenservice to NewEngland

is completed every part of the country except the Pacific Northwest

will be accessible to the gas transmission network.

Construction expenditures by the natural gas industry are shown

in the following table:
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Total Natural Gas Utility Construction Expenditures *

1946 C 236,800,000
1947 623,600,000 1/
1948 629,200,000
1949 848,100,000
1950 1,095,?00,OOO
1951 1,433,800,000 (forecast)

1/ Includes $143,127,000 cost of Big Inch and Little Big Inoh
pipelines purohased tor conversion to transmission of gas.

* Source: - Gas Facts

While in both the electric and natural gas industry sizeable amounts

of funds for investment in new.plant are generated from internal sources,

including retained earnings and depreciation reserves, the major portion

or such funds must be obtained through financing operations.

During 1949, the electric and gas industry (and inclUding private

water companies) sold e2.3 billion of bonds, preferred stocJc and common

stock, of Which $1.8 billion was invested in new plant and equipment,

the remainder being refinancing of existing obligations. In 1950, they

sold e2.6 billion of securities, and invested Cl.7 pillion in newplant.

During 1951, which has witnessed a sharp contraction is refinancing

activity, total volume has declined somewhatto about $2., billion but

newmoneyofferings have increased and have passed the e2 billion mark.

The impact of the Korean situation which has sustained and heightened

the growth problems of the utilities has, or course, been felt by the

holding companysystems under COmmissionJurisdiction. A numberof

them operate in ~a$ where defense activities (which also have a direct

effect upon residential and commercial demand) are under intensive

developnent.
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Set forth in the following table is a list of the ten largest

s;ystemswhich we term "continuing" in the sense that they are expected

to remain as integral operating units under COJID'Dissionjurisdiction. The

dollar volume of their post-war and future expansion programs, which is

only a part of the industry under our jurisdiction, provides an indication

of the ,EUlDunt of financing activity that has comebefore us for

consideration.

Approximate Expenditures for Construction
by Ten Registered Holding CompanySystems

5 Years 2 Years
1946 - 1921 19.52- 1953 (Forncast)

American Gas & Electric Company 0388,000,000 $201,400,000
American Natural Gas Company 229,200,000* **Columbia Gas System, Inc. 276,200,000 75,000,000 (1952 on~)
Consolidated Natural Gas Company 212,800,000 **General Public Utilities Corporation 231,000,000 151,000,000
Middle South Utilities, Inc. 268,000,000 138,700,000
NewEngland Electric System 168,000,000 38,000,000 (1952 only)
The Southern Company 332,100,000 214,000,000
Union Electric Co. of Missouri 168,500,000 82,700,000
West Penn E1ectric Company 186,700,000 94,800,000

* Organized in 1947. ** Data not yet available.

The accelerated rate of system construotion programmingis emphasized

by the estimates for 1952 and 1953. Material restrictions and material and
labor shortages maycause a few deferments in the completion of scheduled

installations but, even within the past 6 to 9 months, tl~ scope of

many of these programs has been increased. Companieshave actually been

forced to raise their sights in spite of a tight material situation. :

-
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FINANCING THE HOLDING COMPANY SYSTEMS

In general, the corporate structures c:£ the holding companysystems

which have evolved from the simplification process of section 11 follow-.:

one of two different patterns. A few systems are organized in such

manner that all securities of the underlying operating companies in-

eluding both debt and equity segments are ownedby the parent holding

company. In these situations all capital investment flows into the

system through the parent companywhich mayhave outstanding long term

debentures, representing a general claim on system properties, and COIIDDOn

stock. In these systems the parent company's capital structure, with

allowance for surplus retained at the subsidiary level, essentially

reflects the capitalization of the system. This is a comparatively

simple type of structure.

Most ho:J,dingcompanies, however, have a somewhatmore complex

financial structure. In these systems, the debt and preferred stock of

the operating companies are pUblicly held and only the conunonstock

segment is owned, usually Wholly owned, by the perent holding company.

Since the assets of the holding companyconsist all1l0st entirely of its

eqrnmonsto~k investments in its subsidiaries, the COIDmlssiongenerally

adheres to "'tihe principle that the holding companyshould have only common
21

stock in its owncapital strl1cture. The purpose of this rule is to

prevent any recreation of multiple tiers of debt securities, a situation

which the Holding CompanyAct was specifically enacted to eliminate.

21 However, several holding companysystems of this type were permitted
to emerge from section 11 reorganizations with outstanding debt in the
parent canpany's capital structure. This is ultimately to be eliminated.
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Under ordinary circumstances this arrangement affords satisfactory

results with the parent holding company adding to its investment in its
subsidiaries through retention of earnings and through periodic new
cammon stock investment. The scope of recent construction, however,
has begun to place a strain on the maintenance of this standard. The
individual operating subsidiaries have been called upon to add quickly
large amounts of new generating capacity, new transmission and new
distribution facilities. Additional bond financing is generally the
initial source of funds. It provides the proportion of lowest cost
capital without which present utility expansion could not be a realization.
In addition, however, amounts of cammon equity must also be invested to
preserve the balanced ratios of debt and equity in the SUbsidiaries.

This new equity must come from the parent holding company which
has no more important function than that of supplying needed funds to
its subsidiaries. While this responsibility is recognized by holding
company managements, there is often an inclination to postpone the sale of
their common stock because of the dilutionary effect upon earnings available
for present shareholders. In additien, when expansion programs must be
compressed into shorter periods of time and the new capital investment
rate is stepped up1 the lag between the time funds are invested and the
time when increased power output is reflected in higher earnings income
becomes of major significance. No management welcomes the prospect of
selling common stock under circumstances which result in materially
lower earnings per share, even if only for an interim period,
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While the Commissionstill believes firmly in the principle that

holding companies should remain on an all eOJlDIlOnstock basis, ours is

not a blind adherence to a rigid rule. Werecognize that there must be

added a degree of flexibility whicli will enable us to deal realistically

with problems arising out of the mobilization situation. These financing

programs are under constant study and in several recent cases, the Com-

mission has permitted the holding companyto undertake short term bank

borrowing to provide cash for additional equity investment in the

operating SUbsidiaries with the specific understanding that such°..notes

would be retired within a tew months with the proceeds of commonstock

financing. Under such circlJIIIStances a temporary oondition is permitted

in a number of systems \\"t.ere debt securities will be outstanding both

at the operating companyand the parent companylevel. I emphasize,

howeverI that the condi tioD is regarded as temporary. Just rec~ntly

one holding companysystem approached the Commissionwith a proposal to

sell convertible debentures at the parent companylevel though its

subsidiaries already had outstanding SUbstantial amounts of mortgage

debt. The companyurged this proposal because such securities

appeared to offer a method which it hoped would ultimately add to the

commonstock of the holding company (through conversions) and which

would not materially dilute income available to the present stockholders.

There is a substantial difference, hoWever, between the character of short

term bank borrowings and long term debentures. It is not simply a matter

of t'lexibili ty. It would mean the reestablishment of long term debt

at the holding companylevel and a serious recomplication of the system

structure. For that reason, and because we could not see that a particular
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hardship would result from conforming to our usual standard, the

Commissionhas denied the company's request to issue the convertibles as

part of the company's current financing program.

The Commissionalso exercises a degree of flexibility in its

determination of capital ratios appropriate for various holding company

systems. No two systems reflect the same ratios and, while we urge

that financial programmingbe undertaken with a long, range improvement

factor in mind, particular circumstances maynecessitate somedeviation

from normal standards. However, the Justification for such deviation

must not be frivolous or capricious.

The preparedness program of the nation has brought other problems

to the Commissionnecessitating a flexibility.in administration. One

of the most unusual of these is related to the program of atomic energy

development. In December1950, The Atomic Energy Commissionannounced

plans for the construction of a new plant to produce uranium 235 by the

gaseous diffusion process at Paducah, Kentucky. A major requirement of

the newplant was an adequate supply of electric power. After some

negotiations, a group of five utility companies proposed to organize a

new company,Electric Energy, Inc., which would construct and operate a

500,000 kilowatt generating station and related transmission lines capable

of supplying half of the project's requirements. The remaining power

requirements were to be supplied by TVA.

The organizing companies immediately filed an application with the

S.E.C. seeking to acquire commonshares in the proposed enterprise. Four

oT the five aequf.rdng' companies were registered holding companies, though

two had an exemption from most of the provisions of the Holding CompanyAct.
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The application was unique because, although it was a private venture,
its purpose was the cooperative building of a project dedicated to
serve a vital installation of the United States government with the
government guaranteeing to supply a substantial part of the cost of the
project.

The proposal presented same serious problems under the acquisition
standards of the Holding Company Act because, while it was clear that the
new plant could be integrated with the operations of the nearby companies,
there was some question of how it might fit with some of the others should
it ever be available for ordinary use; nor do we have any other instance
of a power plant being owned jointly by several unassociated companies.
Furthermore, the total common stock investment of 03,500,000 was to be
accompanied by debt borrowing ot up to $100,000,000. The applicants
had entered into an arrangement with the Atomic Energy Commission which
was later formalized by a 25 year contract to supply firm capacity to
the Paducah project. The rates to be charged the Federal Government
and its additional guarantees assured the servicing of debt and its
amortization over the life of the contract as well as a return on the COmDOl

stock.
Ordinarily, a determination as to whether such an acquisition

could meet the integration standards of section 10 of the Holding Company
Act. would have required the development of a comprehensive record which
might have taken some time. Under emergency conditions, however, the
Commission postponed definitive consideration of the problem and permitted
interim acquisition of the Electric Energy stock by the five companies,
subject to a fresh look when the emergency is over. The unusual financing
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arrangement, departing sharply from usual utility practice, was allowed
only because the mortgage debt enjoyed substantial protection under the
government's power purchase contract.

In permitting acquisition of the Electric Energy common stock and
the subsequent issuance of its mortgage bonds, the Commission modified
its usual procedure to meet a specific need. Flexibility of administra-
tion was clearly justified in this instance. On the other hand, we have
to be careful to distinguish the circumstances of such a program from other
instances where applicants seek to justify the creation of top heavy,
unsafe cap! tal structures through the organization of separate generating
companies or through lease-back arrangements on the basis of alleged
defense requirements but no real necessity.

The achievement of realistic, flexible regulatory administration
calls for a combination of sympathetic understanding of problems faced
by the operatiiJg;companies under mobilization conditions, careful analysis
of the impact of Commission action upon the national interest and the
interest of investors, consumers and the general pUblic, and finally
a firm conviction in the appropriateness of the principles of financial
stabili ty which we enforce through the medium of ~he Public Utility Holding
Company Act.

Enforcement of this statute has brought about a restoration of
sound financial structure in the electric and gas industry, without which
the present heavy expansion program by private companies would probably
not have been feasible. Now we must deal successfully with the task
of maintaining financial stability in that segment of the industry which
we shall continue to regUlate.
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